
Step 1 Calibrate and Organize Data 

Ben Perlman — Dec 17, 2015, 5:52 PM 

#################### GRF OF KRYPTOLEBIAS MARMORATUS JUMPING 
#################### 
##                                                                            
## 
##  R code for comparing the GRF production of K. marmoratus vs. a 
generalist ## 
##  fish (e.g., Micropterus salmoides)                                        
## 
##                                                                            
## 
##  Developed for Ben Perlman and Miriam Ashley-Ross (Wake Forest 
University) ## 
##                                                                            
## 
##  Details about force platform set-up can be found in the following 
papers: ## 
##  - Butcher MT, Blob RW.  2008.  Mechanics of limb bone loading during      
## 
##    terrestrial locomotion in river cooter turtles (Pseudemys concinna).    
## 
##    J. Exp. Biol.  211.   (http://jeb.biologists.org/content/211/14/2369)   
## 
##  - Sheffield KM, Blob RW.  2011.  Loading mechanics of the femur in 
tiger  ## 
##    salamanders (Ambystoma tigrinum) during terrestrial locomotion.         
## 
##    J. Exp. Biol. 214: 2603-2615.                                           
## 
##    (http://jeb.biologists.org/content/214/15/2603.full)                    
## 
##                                                                            
## 
##  Code written by Sandy Kawano (sandy.kawano@gmail.com) on 1-30-12          
## 
##                                                                            
## 
###########################################################################
##### 
 
# 2-18-12: fixed code so that it uses the correct frame to sweep conversion 
factor 
# Previously it was using 100 Hz for filming, but they were filming at 500 
Hz 
 
# 2-25-12: changed it so that the horizontal offset is calculated after the 
jump 
 
# 7-11-12: edited code, so that the FilterPrep data includes extra sweeps 
(~25% the length of the jump cycle) 
# before and after the trace.  This was done to try and reduce edge 
effects, which would augment the padding for the filter. 
# Also, changed it so that the pdf would have a width of 11" 
 
# Using cal04 for force data on 2-24-12 and 2-25-12 since the second set of 
cal03 calibrations weren't usable 
 
# 12-24-12: Edited code to incorporate the different orientations of the 
fish 



 
 
####################  CALIBRATING AND ORGANIZING DATA 
########################### 
 
# Abbreviations: Vert = Vertical, ML = mediolateral, 
# Hz = Horizontal (refers to anteroposterior direction) 
 
# Clear everything in the R workspace, so nothing gets mixed up between 
different trials 
rm(list=ls(all=TRUE)) 
 
## Determining the date you're running these analyses 
# Extracting today's date 
today <- Sys.Date() 
# Formatting today's date so it's arranged by year then month and then day 
SaveDate <- format(today, format="%y%m%d") 
 
## Read in values to calibrate each GRF component by date; uses most recent 
Calibration Overview file 
## when using list.files, need to use setwd as an assigned variable and 
also by itlself (see below) or it won't work 
# Establishing where your working directory is 
 
#setwd('C:/Users/Sandy Kawano/Desktop/Research/Mangrove Killifish Force 
Plate/Force Data/Calibration Overviews') 
 
setwd('H:/Jumping Fish Project/Clemson force plate data/Force plate study 
(Clemson Univ. May 2013)/Fish Jump Files from Sandy/Force Data/Calibration 
Overviews') 
# Saving the location of your working directory to a variable called 
CalibPath 
CalibPath <- setwd('H:/Jumping Fish Project/Clemson force plate data/Force 
plate study (Clemson Univ. May 2013)/Fish Jump Files from Sandy/Force 
Data/Calibration Overviews') 
# list.files() looks into a particular folder that you specify (e.g., 
CalibPath) and then lists all of the file paths within that folder 
Calib.Ind <- list.files(CalibPath, pattern=".csv", full=TRUE) 
# Extracting the date from the file name using substring() 
# Specifically telling you to look within each file path, and to pull the 
117th to the 122nd character, which should give you the date 
Calib.Dates <- substring(Calib.Ind, 173,178) 
# Converting the Calib.Dates into numeric values, and then determining 
which is the maximum (largest) value; the largest value will be the most 
recent date 
Calib.Newest <- max(as.numeric(Calib.Dates)) 
# Saying that within the variable Calib.Ind, I want you to look for the 
date info (117-122 in the substring Calib.Ind) 
# and then match that date info with the date that's stored in Calib.Newest 
Calib.Use <- Calib.Ind[substring(Calib.Ind, 173, 178) %in% Calib.Newest] 
# Now reading in that most recent data file that was coded in Calib.Use 
# header=TRUE means that you want to keep the header/column names 
CalibFile <- data.frame(read.csv(Calib.Use, header=TRUE)) 
 
 
 
## Read the most recent Video Info file 
# Note: Do not put "NA" or other character strings in columns that have 
numeric data;  
# it'll change those columns into factors, which screws things up 
# Establishing the working directory 
 
#setwd('C:/Users/Sandy Kawano/Desktop/Research/Mangrove Killifish Force 
Plate/Video/Video Info') 



setwd('H:/Jumping Fish Project/Clemson force plate data/Force plate study 
(Clemson Univ. May 2013)/Fish Jump Files from Sandy/Video Info') 
 
# Saving the location of your working directory to a variable called 
VideoPath 
VideoPath <- setwd('H:/Jumping Fish Project/Clemson force plate data/Force 
plate study (Clemson Univ. May 2013)/Fish Jump Files from Sandy/Video 
Info') 
# list.files() looks into a particular folder that you specify (e.g., 
VideoPath) and then lists all of the file paths within that folder 
Video.Ind <- list.files(VideoPath, pattern=".csv", full=TRUE) 
# Extracting the date from the file name using substring() 
# Specifically telling you to look within each file name, and to pull the 
100th to the 105th character 
Video.Dates <-substring(Video.Ind, 150, 155) 
# Converting the Video.Dates into numeric values, and then determining 
which is the maximum (largest) value; the largest value will be the most 
recent date 
Video.Newest <- max(as.numeric(Video.Dates)) 
# Saying that within the variable Video.Ind, I want you to look for the 
date info (100-105 in the substring Video.Ind) 
# and then match that date info with the date that's stored in Video.Newest 
Video.Use <- Video.Ind[substring(Video.Ind, 150, 155) %in% Video.Newest] 
# Now reading in that most recent data file that was coded in Video.Use 
# header=TRUE means that you want to keep the header/column names 
VideoFile <- data.frame(read.csv(Video.Use, header=TRUE)) 
 
# Re-setting the current directory to the Force Data folder 
# This sets you up for selecting your raw force plate files (.txt) 
 
#setwd('C:/Users/Sandy Kawano/Desktop/Research/Mangrove Killifish Force 
Plate/Force Data') 
setwd('H:/Jumping Fish Project/Clemson force plate data/Force plate study 
(Clemson Univ. May 2013)/Fish Jump Files from Sandy/Force Data') 
 
# file.choose() will open a new window that allows you to manually select 
your 
# file.  "myFile" will then represent the location of the file (select the 
".txt" file in the folder marked with the date when the video was 
collected) 
myFile <- file.choose() 
 
# Using the location info from myFile, you can now read the data into R 
myData <- read.table(myFile, header=FALSE) 
 
# Last 4 columns/channels were unused, so only subsetting what I need 
myData <- myData[,c(1:12)] 
 
# Renaming column names with more relevant names 
names(myData) <- c("Light.Volts", "Vert1.Volts", "Vert2.Volts", 
"Vert3.Volts", "Vert4.Volts", "VertSum.Volts", "ML1.Volts", "ML2.Volts", 
"MLSum.Volts", "Hz1.Volts", "Hz2.Volts", "HzSum.Volts") 
 
# Making new column for "Sweep" number (i.e., each "sweep" is a point that 
the 
# force plate collected data; think of it as the independent variable) 
# There should be 13 columns and 40,000 rows, which can be verified by 
typing in 
# ncol(myData) and nrow(myData), respectively. 
myData$Sweep <- 1:nrow(myData) 
 
# Determining trial name and data collection date 
Trial <- substring(myFile, 138, 144) 
Date <- substring(myFile, 131, 136) 



 
# Extracting video info from the Video File for your trial of interest 
VideoInfo <- VideoFile[VideoFile$File.name %in% Trial,] 
# Making the Jump Start Frame and Jump End Frame variables numeric values 
VideoInfo$Jump.Start.Frame <- as.numeric(VideoInfo$Jump.Start.Frame) 
VideoInfo$Jump.End.Frame <- as.numeric(VideoInfo$Jump.End.Frame) 
 
## Calibrating the raw force data and converting to newtons (if needed) 
# Saying "look in the varibale CalibFile, and I want you to match the 
Filename in CalibFile to the CalibFile name in VideoInfo" 
CalibInfo <- CalibFile[CalibFile$Filename %in% VideoInfo$Calib.File,] 
 
## ACCOUNTING FOR BODY WEIGHT OF FISH ON FORCE PLATE PRIOR TO JUMPING 
# This only affects the vertical component 
 
 
## ACCOUNTING FOR DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS OF FISH ON FORCE PLATE 
if (VideoInfo$Head.Orientation=='Posterior') { 
  myData$Hz1.Volts <- -myData$Hz1.Volts 
  myData$Hz2.Volts <- -myData$Hz2.Volts 
  myData$HzSum.Volts <- -myData$HzSum.Volts 
  CalibInfo$Hz.Calib <- -CalibInfo$Hz.Calib 
  myData$ML1.Volts <- -myData$ML1.Volts 
  myData$ML2.Volts <- -myData$ML2.Volts 
  myData$MLSum.Volts <- -myData$MLSum.Volts 
  CalibInfo$ML.Calib <- -CalibInfo$Hz.Calib 
  } 
 
if (VideoInfo$Head.Orientation=='Lateral') { 
  myData$Hz1.Volts <- -myData$ML1.Volts 
  myData$Hz2.Volts <- -myData$ML2.Volts 
  myData$HzSum.Volts <- -myData$MLSum.Volts 
  CalibInfo$Hz.Calib <- -CalibInfo$ML.Calib 
  myData$ML1.Volts <- myData$Hz1.Volts 
  myData$ML2.Volts <- myData$Hz2.Volts 
  myData$MLSum.Volts <- myData$HzSum.Volts 
  CalibInfo$ML.Calib <- CalibInfo$Hz.Calib 
} 
 
if (VideoInfo$Head.Orientation=='Medial') { 
  myData$Hz1.Volts <- myData$ML1.Volts 
  myData$Hz2.Volts <- myData$ML2.Volts 
  myData$HzSum.Volts <- myData$MLSum.Volts 
  CalibInfo$Hz.Calib <- CalibInfo$ML.Calib 
  myData$ML1.Volts <- -myData$Hz1.Volts 
  myData$ML2.Volts <- -myData$Hz2.Volts 
  myData$MLSum.Volts <- -myData$HzSum.Volts 
  CalibInfo$ML.Calib <- -CalibInfo$Hz.Calib 
} 
 
 
 
# Multiplying the force components by the calibration coefficient to 
convert from Volts to Newtons 
myData$VertSumCalib.N <- myData$VertSum.Volts*CalibInfo$Vert.Calib 
myData$MLSumCalib.N <- myData$MLSum.Volts*CalibInfo$ML.Calib 
myData$HzSumCalib.N <- myData$HzSum.Volts*CalibInfo$Hz.Calib 
 
# Putting forces in terms of GRF (which is opposite in direction to the 
force produced by the limb onto the force plate) 
myData$GRF.VertSumCalib.N <- myData$VertSumCalib.N # Already made negative 
based on the calibration calculations conducted earlier in the excel 
calibration files 
myData$GRF.MLSumCalib.N <- -myData$MLSumCalib.N 



myData$GRF.HzSumCalib.N <- myData$HzSumCalib.N # Rotating the force plate 
results in the signage changes, so don't need to multiply by -1? 
 
 
## Determining what sweep number the light is turned on, so I can sync with 
video frames 
# The light trigger will have negative values on the traces 
# This is saying "look within the variable myData, and produce all the 
columns for those particular rows in which the Light.Volts value 
# is less than zero (i.e., negative)."  This will produce all the sweep 
numbers where the light trigger was on 
LightSwitch <- myData[which(myData$Light.Volts<0),] 
# Says to "look within the variable LightSwitch, and pick out that Sweep 
number of the Light Switch variable, which is the minimum value (i.e., the 
smallest) 
# and produce all the columns for that sweep number 
# The minimum LightSwitch$Sweep value represents the first sweep number 
that the light trigger was on (i.e., the onset of the light trigger) 
LightOnset <- LightSwitch[which(LightSwitch$Sweep == 
min(LightSwitch$Sweep)),] 
 
## Synching video frames with force sweep numbers 
# *10 is due to the conversion from sweeps to frames (5000 Hz for force/500 
Hz for video) 
# Creating new variables that represent the start and end of the jump in 
units of sweep number rather than frame number 
ForceConversion <- 5000/VideoInfo$Filming.Rate.Hz 
JumpStartSweep <- LightOnset$Sweep-((VideoInfo$Light.Start-
VideoInfo$Jump.Start.Frame)*ForceConversion) 
JumpEndSweep <- LightOnset$Sweep-((VideoInfo$Light.Start-
VideoInfo$Jump.End.Frame)*ForceConversion) 
 
 
## Calculating the difference between the force trace zero and what should 
really be zero on the force trace (i.e., calculating horizontal offset) 
# Since these jumping trials has the animal's body weight already on the 
force plate prior to jumping, this makes it a little more complicated 
# to calculate what the baseline (i.e., zero line) should be.  Thus, going 
to calculate the horizontal offset immediately after the jump instead 
# of before the jump 
#Formatting JumpEndSweep as a dataframe 
Last <- data.frame(JumpEndSweep) 
LastTrace <- Last[which(Last==max(Last))] 
 
# Selecting a range of data points after the jump to calculate a mean 
horizontal offset 
OffsetCalcEnd <- (LastTrace[1,1])+1000 
OffsetCalcStart <- (LastTrace[1,1])+500 
# Calculating the horizontal offset 
GRF.VertSumCalib.N.Offset <- 
mean(myData$GRF.VertSumCalib.N[OffsetCalcStart:OffsetCalcEnd]) 
GRF.MLSumCalib.N.Offset <- 
mean(myData$GRF.MLSumCalib.N[OffsetCalcStart:OffsetCalcEnd]) 
GRF.HzSumCalib.N.Offset <- 
mean(myData$GRF.HzSumCalib.N[OffsetCalcStart:OffsetCalcEnd]) 
 
# Zeroing the force trace data using the horizontal offset value (i.e., 
bringing the data to a baseline closer to zero) 
myData$GRF.VertSumCalib.N.Zero <- myData$GRF.VertSumCalib.N-
GRF.VertSumCalib.N.Offset 
myData$GRF.MLSumCalib.N.Zero <- myData$GRF.MLSumCalib.N-
GRF.MLSumCalib.N.Offset 
myData$GRF.HzSumCalib.N.Zero <- myData$GRF.HzSumCalib.N-
GRF.HzSumCalib.N.Offset 



 
#### Plotting force traces 
# Establishing points of interest 
# Determining the beginning and end of your jump data 
# formatting it so that JumpStartSweep is a data.frame value 
First <- data.frame(JumpStartSweep) 
# Making sure that you're working with the very first sweep that the jump 
started 
FirstTrace <- First[which(First==min(First))] 
 
PlotStart <- FirstTrace[1,1]-1000 
PlotEnd <- LastTrace[1,1]+1000 
 
# Creating a data frame that includes the Sweep number for the beginning 
and end of your jump 
ImpPointsX <- data.frame(JumpStartSweep, JumpEndSweep) 
names(ImpPointsX) <- c('Jump Start', 'Jump End') 
 
# When you need to call up multiple variables within a dataframe, you can 
use attach() so you don't have to 
# constantly type in the dataframe name 
attach(myData) 
 
# Determining the GRF component data at the beginning and end of the jump 
ImpPoints.GRFVert <- data.frame(GRF.VertSumCalib.N.Zero[JumpStartSweep], 
GRF.VertSumCalib.N.Zero[JumpEndSweep]) 
ImpPoints.GRFML <- data.frame(GRF.MLSumCalib.N.Zero[JumpStartSweep], 
GRF.MLSumCalib.N.Zero[JumpEndSweep]) 
ImpPoints.GRFHz <- data.frame(GRF.HzSumCalib.N.Zero[JumpStartSweep], 
GRF.HzSumCalib.N.Zero[JumpEndSweep]) 
 
# Use detach() when you're done using attach() 
detach(myData) 
 
## Producing a graph that gives an overview of the raw data 
# windows() opens up a new window that a figure can be sent to 
windows(width=10) 
# par() allows you to customize your window/figure, so you can have 
multiple graphs within a window 
# mfrow=c(1,3) says that you want to draw 1 row of 3 graphs.  c(1,3) is 1 
row and 3 columns 
par(mfrow=c(1,3), oma = c(0, 0, 2, 0))  # oma = outer margin with 2 lines 
above the top of the graphs 
 
# Vertical component of GRF graph 
# plot() will plot your data, points() will add extra points to your 
existing plot from plot(), text() will add text to your existing plot from 
plot() 
# Google Quick R to see some examples of the pch and col options 
plot(myData$Sweep[PlotStart:PlotEnd], 
myData$GRF.VertSumCalib.N.Zero[PlotStart:PlotEnd], xlab='Sweep', ylab='GRF 
- Vertical (N)', main='Zeroed GRF (Vertical) Force', type="l", col="blue") 
points(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFVert[1,], type='p', pch='O', 
col='cyan') 
text(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFVert[1,], labels=names(ImpPointsX), 
pos=3, font=2) # pos: 1 = below, 2 = left, 3 = above, 4 = right 
# labels = names(ImpPointsX) says that you want to use the names of the 
variables within the dataframe ImpPointsX as the labels for text() 
 
# Mediolateral component of GRF graph 
plot(myData$Sweep[PlotStart:PlotEnd], 
myData$GRF.MLSumCalib.N.Zero[PlotStart:PlotEnd], xlab='Sweep', ylab='GRF - 
Mediolateral (N)', main='Zeroed GRF (Mediolateral) Force', type="l", 
col="red") 



points(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFML[1,], type='p', pch='O', col='cyan') 
text(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFML[1,], labels=names(ImpPointsX), pos=3, 
font=2) # pos: 1 = below, 2 = left, 3 = above, 4 = right 
 
# Horizontal (Anteroposterior) component of GRF graph 
plot(myData$Sweep[PlotStart:PlotEnd], 
myData$GRF.HzSumCalib.N.Zero[PlotStart:PlotEnd], xlab='Sweep', ylab='GRF - 
Horizontal (N)', main='Zeroed GRF (Horizontal) Force', type="l", 
col="forestgreen") 
points(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFHz[1,], type='p', pch='O', col='cyan') 
text(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFHz[1,], labels=names(ImpPointsX), pos=3, 
font=2) # pos: 1 = below, 2 = left, 3 = above, 4 = right 
 
# writes an overall title over the graphs 
mtext(Trial, line=0.5, outer=TRUE) 

 

# Saving graphs 
# Creating the file path for the pdf file that you'd like to save now 
PdfSave <- paste(substring(myFile, 1, 130), "Step 1 Calibrate and Organize 
Data\\Save All Data\\", Trial, "_", SaveDate, ".pdf", sep="") 
# Now preparing to save the graphs as a pdf 
# Everything after the pdf() will be what you want to save as a pdf, and is 
the same code that generated the graphs above 
pdf(PdfSave, width=11) 
 
par(mfrow=c(1,3), oma = c(0, 0, 2, 0))  # oma = outer margin with 2 lines 
above the top of the graphs 
 
# Vertical component of GRF graph 
plot(myData$Sweep[PlotStart:PlotEnd], 
myData$GRF.VertSumCalib.N.Zero[PlotStart:PlotEnd], xlab='Sweep', ylab='GRF 
- Vertical (N)', main='Zeroed GRF (Vertical) Force', type="l", col="blue") 
points(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFVert[1,], type='p', pch='O', 
col='cyan') 
text(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFVert[1,], labels=names(ImpPointsX), 
pos=3, font=2) # pos: 1 = below, 2 = left, 3 = above, 4 = right 
 
# Mediolateral component of GRF graph 
plot(myData$Sweep[PlotStart:PlotEnd], 
myData$GRF.MLSumCalib.N.Zero[PlotStart:PlotEnd], xlab='Sweep', ylab='GRF - 
Mediolateral (N)', main='Zeroed GRF (Mediolateral) Force', type="l", 
col="red") 
points(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFML[1,], type='p', pch='O', col='cyan') 
text(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFML[1,], labels=names(ImpPointsX), pos=3, 
font=2) # pos: 1 = below, 2 = left, 3 = above, 4 = right 
 
# Horizontal (Anteroposterior) component of GRF graph 
plot(myData$Sweep[PlotStart:PlotEnd], 
myData$GRF.HzSumCalib.N.Zero[PlotStart:PlotEnd], xlab='Sweep', ylab='GRF - 
Horizontal (N)', main='Zeroed GRF (Horizontal) Force', type="l", 
col="forestgreen") 
points(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFHz[1,], type='p', pch='O', col='cyan') 
text(ImpPointsX[1,], ImpPoints.GRFHz[1,], labels=names(ImpPointsX), pos=3, 
font=2) # pos: 1 = below, 2 = left, 3 = above, 4 = right 
 
mtext(Trial, line=0.5, outer=TRUE)  # writes an overall title over the 
graphs 
dev.off() # tells you that this is the end of everything that you wanted to 
save as a pdf 
pdf  

This image cannot currently be  
displayed.



  2  
# Preparing the data to be filtered 
 
# Calculating the range of sweeps for your jump cycle 
CycleSweeps <- myData$Sweep[JumpStartSweep:JumpEndSweep] 
# Leaving extra sweeps in front and back of trace to reduce likelihood of 
edge effects (Extra sweeps = 25% of jump cycle duration) 
Extra <- round(.25*length(CycleSweeps)) 
 
FilterPrep.Sweeps <- myData$Sweep[c(JumpStartSweep-
Extra):c(JumpEndSweep+Extra)] 
# Determining the GRF component data for those sweeps within your jump 
cycle 
FilterPrep.GRFVert <- myData$GRF.VertSumCalib.N.Zero[c(JumpStartSweep-
Extra):c(JumpEndSweep+Extra)] 
FilterPrep.GRFML <- myData$GRF.MLSumCalib.N.Zero[c(JumpStartSweep-
Extra):c(JumpEndSweep+Extra)] 
FilterPrep.GRFHz <- myData$GRF.HzSumCalib.N.Zero[c(JumpStartSweep-
Extra):c(JumpEndSweep+Extra)] 
# Creating a dataframe of the Sweeps and GRF component data for your jump 
cycle 
FilterPrep <- data.frame(FilterPrep.Sweeps,FilterPrep.GRFVert, 
FilterPrep.GRFML, FilterPrep.GRFHz) 
# Creating more convenient names for your dataframe FilterPrep 
names(FilterPrep) <- c('Sweep', 'GRF0SumVN', 'GRF0SumMLN', 'GRF0SumHzN') 
 
 
## Saving all of the data 
# Designating the path for the folder that you want to save the data to 
 
#setwd('C:/Users/Sandy Kawano/Desktop/Research/Mangrove Killifish Force 
Plate/Force Data/Step 1 Calibrate and Organize Data/Save All Data') 
setwd('H:/Jumping Fish Project/Clemson force plate data/Force plate study 
(Clemson Univ. May 2013)/Fish Jump Files from Sandy/Force Data/Step 1 
Calibrate and Organize Data/Save All Data') 
 
# Creating the name of the file that you want to save (in this case, all of 
the data) 
SaveAllDataName <- paste(Trial,"_AllPrep_",SaveDate, ".csv", sep="") 
# Saving all of the data without the row names 
write.table(myData, file=SaveAllDataName, sep =",", row.names=FALSE) 
 
# Saving the filter prep data 
# Butterworth filtering will be conducted using another R code file 
# First, code the date that the file is being saved 
SaveFileName <- paste(Trial,"_FilterPrepJump_", SaveDate, ".csv", sep="") 
 
# Changing directory 
 
#setwd('C:/Users/Sandy Kawano/Desktop/Research/Mangrove Killifish Force 
Plate/Force Data/Step 1 Calibrate and Organize Data/Prep Data for 
Filtering') 
setwd('H:/Jumping Fish Project/Clemson force plate data/Force plate study 
(Clemson Univ. May 2013)/Fish Jump Files from Sandy/Force Data/Step 1 
Calibrate and Organize Data/Prep Data for Filtering') 
 
# Writing just the GRF component and sweep data for your jump to later be 
filtered 
write.table(FilterPrep, file=SaveFileName, sep =",", row.names=FALSE) 
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